Did Melania Trump plagiarize speech?

Talking points
1. What is cartoonist Dave Granlund saying about Melania Trump's convention speech? 
2. How does he illustrate his message? 
3. What exactly is plagiarism? 
4. Have other political figures been accused of plagiarism? 
5. What is John Rose saying in his cartoon? 
6. Does the Internet make plagiarism easier? 
7. Does the Internet and computer programs it easier to detect plagiarism?

Between the lines
“The most cardinal rule of any speech-writing operation is that you cannot plagiarize.” - Matt Latimer, speechwriter.

Additional resources
More by Dave Granlund
http://www.cagle.com/author/dave-granlund
More by John R. Rose
http://editorialcartoonists.com/cartoon/browse.cfm/Rose,J
Association of American Editorial Cartoonists
http://editorialcartoonists.com
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